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The best white elephant gifts range from silly to thoroughly practical to downright enviable,

but they’ve all got one thing in common: They’re not likely to cost you an arm and a leg.

Whether you’re gearing up for full-on chaos or would rather give your recipient a kinder

surprise, you shouldn’t expect to shell out top dollar for one of these trinkets. Of course,

before you spend any amount of dollars, you’re going to want to brush up on the rules of the

classic white elephant exchange. This group gifting activity involves participants taking turns

as they choose to either unwrap a new present or “steal” an unwrapped gift from a fellow

player. As you can imagine, hilarious antics often ensue, which is one reason why there are

typically agreed-upon price limits in place.

When it comes to picking a gift, there are three things to consider: the vibe of the group, the

budget at hand and the collective reaction you’re hoping to get. Bring something goofy and

hopefully, it’ll garner some laughs; choose a more classically enticing gift, and watch as it gets

“stolen” from participant after participant. Usually, the best white elephant gifts strike a

balance between the two zones—funny and at least somewhat practical. Looking for

inspiration? From high-end presents that impress to unexpected finds under $25, scroll on

for our curated list of the best white elephant gifts in 2022. budget.

Best White Elephant Gifts Under $25: Mini Waffle Maker, Electric Milk Frother,

Foodie Dice, Wine Puzzle, Pocket Chocolate, Party Lights, Popcorn Popper, Tablet

Holder, Laneige Lip Sleeping Mask, Steamfast Mini Steam Iron Bonne Maman

Assorted Mini Jams

Best White Elephant Gifts Under $30: Yeti Rambler Mug, “What Do You Meme?”

Party Game, Men’s Soap Set, Adjustable Nonstick Burger Press, Sensyne Ring Light

Best Splurge-Worthy White Elephant Gifts: Crest 3D Whitestrips, Clip-On

Phone Lens, Portable Waterproof Speaker, Harmati Round Mirror, Dog DNA Test,

Winc Wine Subscription
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Best Funny White Elephant Gifts: Turkey Slippers, Burrito Blanket, Sushi Socks,

Kitchen Towel, Baby Foot Exfoliation Foot Peel, SipCaddy Shower Beer And Bath Wine

Holder

Best White Elephant Gifts Under $25

The Most Adorable Mini Waffle Maker

DASH Mini Maker For Individual Waffles

$13

You’re all but guaranteed a hug—or a full-on squeal—when you present one of these waffle

makers at your next white elephant gift exchange. Any batter will do, which means they’re

not limited to just waffles: Throw prepared cake mix or brownie batter right on in, then

watch as the machine works its magic.

A Truly Useful Milk Frother

Handheld Electric Milk Frother

$12

Equipped with a handy stand and a quick-working, stainless steel whisk, it’s no wonder this

milk frother is so popular over on Amazon. It can be used to create a thick layer of foam on

all sorts of beverages, including lattes, hot chocolate, matcha and more. Bonus points if you

include batteries so they can get started using it right away.

A Pair Of Dice To Solve Their Dinner Dilemmas Once And For All

Foodie Dice

$24

It’s the perfect balance of entertaining and actually useful: Meet “Foodie Dice,” the dinner

decision-maker they never knew they needed. Each side of the various dice offers different

ingredients to get their creative juices flowing in the kitchen—and there’s even one included

that’s vegetarian and vegan friendly.

A Fun Wine Bottle Puzzle

https://www.amazon.com/Dearfoams-Christmas-Sweater-Holiday-Slipper/dp/B098854RPB//ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SLPWNZM//ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0776XCN86/ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.amazon.com/Funny-Kitchen-Towel-Cheese-Housewarming/dp/B08M8W7LGZ//ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.amazon.com/Baby-Foot-Exfoliant-Lavender-Scented/dp/B00461F4PA/ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=202266-qkodxlbbgo-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.amazon.com/SipCaddy-Shower-Portable-Cupholder-Suction/dp/B00MIINU2C/ref=sr_1_2_sspa/ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=202266-qkodxlbbgo-20&linkCode=ll1
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Bsiri Wooden Wine Bottle Brain Teaser Puzzle

$25$35SAVE $10 (29%)

Anyone who loves puzzles and wine won’t hesitate to snatch up this gadget. It’s a wooden

brain teaser that you lock around a bottle, and it won’t release until the puzzle is solved. The

result is equal parts fun and frustration—depending how badly they need a drink.

A Box Of Chocolates With A Caffeine Kick

Pocket Latte Variety Pack (12 Pack)

$40

While coffee lovers in any group will steal this gift without hesitation, it’s especially fitting for

an office exchange. Choose a pack in one of four “ready-to-eat” coffee flavors (a.k.a.

caffeinated coffee-flavored chocolate) for a tasty pick-me-up like no other.

Party Lights To Brighten The Holidays

Govee LED Strip Lights

$15

Strip lights like this 16.4-foot option provide an easy and quick way to add some sparkle to

any space. Plus, they’re totally on-trend right now.

A Personal Popper For Homemade Popcorn

W&P The Personal Popper

$17

If you’ve ever had homemade popcorn, you’ll know it’s way better than the packaged stuff.

This gadget makes whipping up a generous portion of the classic movie snack super easy,

plus it reduces waste (and scorched saucepans). You can also get the original version, which

pops enough for a group, for a few bucks more.

A Gadget Holder That’s Useful For Everyone

Lamicall Gooseneck Tablet Holder

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/2021/10/08/coffee-tools/
https://www.amazon.com/Microwave-Silicone-Collapsible-Measuring-Eco-Friendly/dp/B08SH91VPM//ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
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$25$33SAVE $8 (24%)

Practical and affordable? Check and check. This gooseneck tablet holder features a flexible

arm that can be positioned in countless configurations. It also has an adjustable clamp that’s

compatible with virtually any tablet, making it a gift that just about everybody could use.

A Cult-Favorite Lip Mask To Wear Overnight

Laneige Lip Sleeping Mask

$24

Help your recipient achieve super soft lips with the ultra hydrating Laneige Lip Sleeping

Mask, a cult-favorite product that gets to work while you sleep. They (or their partner) will

thank you.

A Mini Portable Iron You Can Throw In A Suitcase

Steamfast Mini Steam Iron

$20

Frequent travelers will appreciate this miniature steam iron, a 420-watt machine that can

easily fit in suitcases and duffel bags. Despite its compact size—it’s 5 inches long and 3 inches

tall—it can tackle wrinkles in most fabrics. It also comes with a travel bag and plastic

measuring cup.

Miniature Jams That Are Perfect For Sampling

Bonne Maman Assorted Mini Jams

$13

How cute are these mini jam jars? Made by the popular French brand Bonna Maman, eachset

comes with five 8.8-ounce flavors:strawberry, apricot, raspberry, orange marmalade and

cherry.

Best White Elephant Gifts Under $30

An Insulated Mug That Keeps Hot Drinks Hot (And Cold Drinks Cold)
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Yeti Rambler Mug (14 Ounces)

$30

It’s time for hot toddies, mulled wine and Irish coffee, and Yeti’s double-wall insulated mug

keeps drinks warm for extended outdoor gatherings. It’s affordable enough to give but nice

enough to be stolen at least once or twice at a white elephant gift exchange.

A Party Game That Everyone Will Actually Want To Play

Slightly less stressful to play with your kids or grandmother than Cards Against Humanity

but every bit as fun, this Apples to Apples-esque card game has players match captions to

goofy images.

Handmade Soaps With A Touch Of Humor

Dr. Squatch Men's Soap Variety Pack (3-Pack)

$26$36SAVE $10 (28%)

Totally useful with a touch of humor, Dr. Squatch handmade soaps come in fresh scents and

are especially formulated for men (however, women will enjoy lathering up with these, too).

This three-pack is just over $25 and is ideal for exchanging in burly groups who also have an

appreciation for self-care.

A Burger Press For Perfect Patties

MOST POPULAR

Williams Sonoma Adjustable Nonstick Burger Press

$30

A hamburger patty press: An actually useful single-use kitchen gadget or one that’s a little

ridiculous? Even if you side with the latter camp, you can’t argue with the quality of this one

from Williams Sonoma. Featuring a cast-aluminum construction, this press is nonstick and

adjustable.

A Ring Light For Perfectly Lit Selfies

Sensyne Ring Light

https://www.amazon.com/Cards-Against-Humanity-LLC-CAHUS/dp/B004S8F7QM/ref=sr_1_1/ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.amazon.com/Mattel-Apples-Party-Crazy-Combinations/dp/B00112CHCK/ref=sr_1_5/ref=as_li_ss_tl?tag=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d-20&linkCode=ll1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/article/best-single-use-kitchen-tools/
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$30$50SAVE $20 (40%)

For perfectly lit selfies, you can’t beat a ring light, which are beloved by photographers and

TikTokers alike. This bestselling 10-inch model features three color settings (cool white,

warm yellow and daylight) and 10 different brightness levels, allowing you to create your

ideal lighting. Plus, it comes with a phone holder and extendable tripod stand.

Best Splurge-Worthy White Elephant Gifts

Teeth Whitening Strips For Brighter Smiles

Crest 3D Whitestrips (16-Count Pack)

$38

Depending on what other guests bring, these top-rated Crest 3D Whitestrips have hottest-gift

potential. The package comes with 14 glamorous teeth whitening strip treatments (each with

upper and lower strips) plus two 1-hour express whitening treatments.

A Clip-On Phone Lens To Upgrade Their Photography

Xenvo Pro Lens Kit for iPhone and Android

$40

This macro lens will have your giftee transforming into a pro-level photographer before your

very eyes. A wide-angle perspective helps them zoom out to include all of the special details

in every landscape and group photo, while high-quality glass offers incredible clarity (and

won’t glare quite as easily).

A Portable Waterproof Speaker

JBL Flip 5

$130

Any music lover, podcast streamer or audiobook addict will wonder how they ever lived

without this handy little speaker. The JBL Flip offers incredible sound quality, seamless

pairing and effortless portability. It’s also completely waterproof so it’s suitable for setting

some ambiance near the bathtub or providing background beats for poolside fun.
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A Modern Mirror To Fit Any Decor Style

Harmati Round Mirror (20-Inch)

$53

This sleek round mirror will make an eye-catching addition to any home. It features a bold

bolt on which to hang it (the backside can also be anchored to the wall for extra security) and

it comes in both black and gold finishes.

The Ultimate Gift For Mutt Moms And Dads

Wisdom Panel Premium Dog DNA Test

$125$160SAVE $35 (22%)

Exchanging gifts with a group of dog lovers? This Wisdom Panel DNA Test Kit will uncover

the mystery of one lucky mixed breed and will get stolen again and again.

The Ultimate Choice If You Need A Literal Last-Minute Gift

Winc Wine Subscription (1 Month)

$60

Whether you’re totally stumped on ideas or you just procrastinated, you can’t go wrong with

a wine subscription from Winc. Not only is is guaranteed to please, it’s a gift you can instantly

have in-hand (well, sort of), even if you purchase minutes before—or after—you arrive at the

party. Choose from a 1-, 2- or 3-month subscription and a gift card will instantly be sent to

the recipient via email. Another option is to have Santa’s Secret 6-Pack sent to their home

once the exchange is over. Crisis averted.

Funny White Elephant Gifts

Extra-Comfy Slippers Inspired By Holiday Dinner

Dearfoams Turkey Slippers

$23$27Save $4 (15%) with coupon

https://winc.mivh.net/c/1201867/578512/9573?subId1=5fb3d37f1f2c720006522e3d&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.winc.com%2Fwines%2Fpacks%2Fsantassecret6pack&subId3=xid:fr1668480412000dhc
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Amazon

Amazon

If you don’t think these turkey-shaped slippers will cause some commotion, think again. Not

only are they hilarious, they’re made with Dearfoams’ signature memory foam insole and

have a plush lining, making them super cozy.

The Perfect Blanket For Burrito Lovers

Casofu Tortilla Blanket (47-Inch)

$25Save $12 (30%)

If you’re looking to go the gag gift route for your white elephant gift exchange, this “tortilla

blanket” should get the group going. All jokes aside, the soft blanket has a ridiculous amount

of stellar reviews and is actually a treat to curl up in.

Silly Socks That Are Ultimately Useful

Unisex Sushi Socks Box

$20

Socks packaged like sushi: cute, a little weird and actually very practical. This set comes with

two pairs of cotton socks that are Oeko-Tex certified and look good enough to eat.

A Hilarious Reference From A Cult-Favorite Show

Any Schitt’s Creek fanatic will simply have to have this towel in their

kitchen. As a bonus, this Amazon Handmade pick is made by a small

business in North Carolina. (Also see the “Ew David” and “Stop Acting Like A Disgruntled

Pelican” versions on the listing.)

A Chemical Foot Peel With A Cult Following

Baby Foot Exfoliation Foot Peel

$25$30Save $5 (17%)

Chances are, someone at your gift exchange has heard of this cult-favorite chemical foot peel,

which slough offs all the dead skin on your feet. People really do love Baby Foot—you just

have to be okay with your feet shedding like a snake.
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The Perfect Holder For A Shower Beer

SipCaddy Shower Beer And Bath Wine Holder

$15

With this gift, help one of your loved ones revive a beloved college pastime: the Shower Beer.

This plastic holder from SipCaddy can also hold wine glasses, though we’re not sure we’d

recommend trying out that function during a shower; maybe save that for a bath.

What’s The Difference Between A White Elephant Exchange And A
Yankee Swap?

White elephant gifts tend to be a little more on the silly side, and Yankee swap gifts are a tad

more practical or useful (though it’s not always that way). Generally speaking, though,

presents for both of these games fall under the same umbrella as stocking stuffers. They’re

typically smaller and less expensive than some of the presents you might expect to find under

your Christmas tree, and you should feel comfortable giving them to acquaintances,

colleagues and friends alike.

Are There Rules For A White Elephant Exchange?

Yes, there are usually a few ground rules, though every group’s game might look a little

different. For starters, you’ll be tasked with purchasing gift(s) within a certain budget—and

you’ll likely be reminded to wrap said gift. When it’s time to exchange the presents, your

group will come together and place all of the wrapped gifts in a pile or pool. After each

“player” is given a number, the host will usually draw numbers out of a hat to decide who gets

to select the first gift. This person unwraps the gift in front of all the participants, and each

player thereafter has the option to eschew a new present in favor of “stealing” the first

player’s gift—or picking something new from the pile. At the very end of the game, once

everyone’s selected their present of choice, the first player is sometimes allowed to “steal”

back their original present (or simply steal an entirely new gift). From there, the game carries

on with more stealing between recipients until everyone is satisfied with the treasures they’ll

be taking home.

Send me a secure tip. 

https://www.forbes.com/tips/
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